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Stuff it!
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What do I need?
Wooden Spoons (to help insert fluff)
Scissors
Buckets for fluff
Thick Pen

Ask the kids to start thinking of a
name to call their new friend. Then
using the love insert repeat the
following as they insert into their
Stuffler. You should do this as a
group.

You are provided with a variety of
Stufflers in your pack. Every child
should be handed one Stuffler to
make or you may like to give them
the choice. Here’s an idea - play
‘Pass-the-Parcel’ or let the birthday
host select first and then hand out the
remaining Stufflers randomly. Every
child will love whatever they get!

“I fill you with LOVE my cute little
friend. I’ve called you <insert
name> and will love you till the very
end”

Stuff the legs first then the arms while
kneading the stuffing into any creases
or small parts with your hand or
wooden spoon. Fill the head and body
last. To get a softer animal it will need
less stuffing then a firm animal.

If you have ordered some of our
sensational clothing packages,
then the children can start to dress
their Stuffler. Everyone will love
their Stuffler - clothed or not.
*Clothing and Sound Chips are
optional accessories

It should take no more than 10-15
minutes to fill each Stuffler with fluff.
All children should be supervised
by an adult. We suggest that you
get some buckets and fill them with
the fluff for each child - this is a fun
experience for all.
Hand out the love shapes so the
kids can decorate their own love. Let
them be creative and provide them
with a selection of colours to use and
perhaps even glitter!
When finished, Hand out LOVE (made
from fabric) to each child and repeat
the following as they insert into the
Stuffler:
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Pull the drawstring and zip up. Cut
the drawstring with scissors after
closing to lock it into position with
our zip lock feature.
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Press this button.
Hold it and speak into
speaker to record for up
to 10 seconds. Twist it
to lock in place.
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Let the kids fill in the birth
certificates to complete the
experience. They will need to
measure the bear with a ruler or
tape. If you don’t have scales to
weigh the bear, most bears are
approx. 300 grams.
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Let the kids play with their
new friends. Kids have great
imaginations and will have a
BEARY great time.
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